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**Print Book – Single (one) author**

Author’s name (last name, first name) → Title of book (in italics) → Edition (if available) → Publisher


**Print Book – Two authors**

Authors’ names. Remember, for first author – last name, first name and second author, first name last name (add middle initials if available) → Title of book (in italics) → Publisher → Date of publication

**Print Book – Three or more authors**

- Author’s name. Note: if there are three or more authors, use first author’s last name and first name. Add “et al” an abbreviation for “and others”
- Title of book (in italics)
- Publisher
- Date of publication


**Print Book with an editor instead of an author**

- Editor’s name (last name, first name)
- Add “editor or editors” after name(s)
- Title of book (in italics)
- Publisher
- Date of publication


Note: if a book has two editors, use last name, first name for the first editor and first name last name for second editor. If there are three or more editors use same example as books with three or more authors.

**Print Book with corporate author (organizations and/or agencies)**

- Corporate author(s) name. Note that this includes government agencies, organizations, etc. Note: for government agencies – United States, Department of Labor.
- Title of Book (in italics)
- Publisher
- Date of publication

Print Book – Anthology (collection of articles or essays within a book)


Electronic Book from a database - Single (one) author


*ProQuest Ebrary*,

**Electronic Book from a database—Two authors**


**Electronic Book from a database—Three or more authors**

Journal Article (one author) – Print Source


Journal Article (one author) from a database with Digital Object Identifier (DOI)


Note: Digital Object Identifier (DOI) provides a permanent or persistent link to the article and some articles do not have a DOI. If DOI is available, use it instead of the web link (URL) of article. If DOI is not available, use web link (URL) of the article. Do not use both web link (URL) and DOI at the same time.

ProQuest Research Library,

jstor.org.ezproxy.waktech.edu/stable/3088401.
Magazine Article (one author) – Print Source


Magazine Article (two authors) from a Database


*ProQuest Central,*

ezproxy.waketech.edu/login?url=http://search.proquest.com.ezproxy.waketech.edu/docvi

ew/210565648?accountid=15152

Database (in italics)

Article web link (URL) or persistent link or permalink. Note: Do not add http:// or https://

Month and Year of publication. Note: some magazines provide publication pattern. Include publication pattern if available. Example: fall 2015 or spring/summer 2016 or multiple months: Jan. – Feb., etc.

Page number. Include “p.” for a single page and “pp.” for multiple pages or page range
Magazine Article (three or more authors) from a Database

Author’s name. Note: if there are three or more authors, use first author’s last name and first name. Add “et al” an abbreviation for “and others”

Title of article (in quotation marks)

Title of magazine (in italics)


Newspaper Article (one author) – Print Source

Author’s name (last name, first name)

Title of article (in quotation marks)

Title of newspaper (in italics)

**Newspaper Article (two authors) from a Database**


---

**Website Sources**

Government Document


YouTube Video

Television


Blogs


Note: For Social Media sources (Facebook, Tweet, MySpace, etc.), include time of post, if available, after the date of publication. Example: FaceBook, 10 Oct. 2015, 2:30 p.m., and then the URL (web link).
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